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Looking for an opportunity
to reward your team,
recharge and re-energise,
encourage creativity and
develop a cohesive team?

FAQS //

An in-office workshop with your
team: creative brain-storming,
developing concepts, bringing
ideas to life, painting and finishing
with an impressive urban mural or
large canvas for your workspace.

Do my team need to be creative?

Who will be facilitating the workshop?
Sarah Sculley - an Australian urban
artist and muralist. For a copy of her
CV, please visit website below.

No. Sarah takes your team through all
the skills and techniques needed to
create an impressive mural.
We can’t paint our office walls.
We are able to provide a large canvas
(2000 x 1500mm) to paint on that can
be hung on the wall at an additional
cost of $400 (included in cost of half
day workshop only).

Local urban artist, Sarah Sculley
inconjunction with Aspire Gallery
are offering a number of corporate
street art workshops. Sarah is
a full time artist and graphic
designer. With a design degree
from the Queensland College
of Art, Griffith University and a
semester abroad at the Edinburgh
College of Art, Sarah will bring a
fresh creative and enthusiastic
energy to your team.

How much mess will the workshop
create?
We suggest participants wear old,
comfortable clothes. We provide
rubber gloves, gas masks & PPE
goggles (if needed). We also mask-off
areas and use a number of drop sheets
to reduce mess.
What exactly will we be doing in the
workshop?

For more information, please visit
www.sarahsculley.com

HALF DAY
WORKSHOP //

For a detailed workshop schedule and
materials/tools list, please email us.

TWO DAY
WORKSHOP //

FULL DAY
WORKSHOP //

What do I need to provide?

Duration

4 hours

Duration

8 hours

Duration

2 x 8 hour days

Participants

5 - 12 staff

Participants

5 - 12 staff

Participants

10 - 25 staff

Where	At your office
(indoor or outdoor)

Where	At your office
(indoor or outdoor)

Where	At your office
(indoor or outdoor)

Canvas size

1.5m (h) x 2m (w)

Wall size

2.4m (h) x 3-6m (w)

Wall size

2.4m (h) x 6-20m (w)

Artists

1 (Sarah Sculley)

Artists

1 (Sarah Sculley)

Artists

2 facilitators

Included	All the tools, PPE
gear, materials
and creativity to
produce a finished
urban mural
Cost

$1200 (inc GST)

0450 922 729

Included	All the tools, PPE
gear, materials
and creativity to
produce a finished
urban mural
Cost

$1600 (inc GST)

INFO@SCULLEYDESIGN.COM

Included	All the tools, PPE
gear, materials
and creativity to
produce a finished
urban mural
Cost

$3000 (inc GST)

WWW.SARAHSCULLEY.COM

A wall (if possible), tables and chairs
and an area big enough for for all the
participants and access to water and
power.
I’m worried about what mural my
team may create.
We arrange to meet with you prior
to the workshop to look at the wall/
space and discuss the direction in
which you’d like the mural to take and
what your desired outcome is.
Do I need to pay a deposit? And how
do I book?
A 50% non-refundable deposit is
require when booking your workshop.
To book contact Sarah on the details
below or Aspire Gallery.
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